
Automating and Simplifying
the Quotation Process

Your team is overloaded with creating solid freight quotations that hit the mark. Quote too low, and you take
a loss. Too high, and shippers won’t bite. Unactionable indices, fluctuating markets and auction portals wear 
sales representatives down. Autonomous quotation provides a cutting-edge solution for fast and accurate 
quote generation.

WE DRIVE RESULTS

Increase in Bid
Win Rate

Price Prediction
Accuracy

More Efficiency
(Reps + Hours) 

< 2-second
Quote Generation

Accurate quotes ensure top logistics service providers win more business
while also optimizing the bottom line. Predict rates based on your unique data, 
real-time market trends, carrier behavior, and more.

Grow Margins

Account managers typically spend 5-20 minutes researching and negotiating tenders. 
Our automated quotation takes less than two seconds to generate and can be instantly
shared externally.

Automation provides instant quote generation, which is multiple times faster than 
manual quoting—even for the fastest account manager. Shippers often award 
bids to the first carrier that submits, so be the first in line. Integrate our API directly 
into your TMS, letting data science and our automated rules engine do the rest. 

Speed is King

TNX machine learning helps ensure offers are priced accurately and are enticing 
to increase the average win rate for logistics service providers.

Win More Loads

Gain Productivity

8%

+



TNX by Transporeon helps logistics service providers achieve more without overloading their sales 
and pricing teams. Our platform identifies and exploits market patterns, automates the full quotation 
process, while ensuring speed and pricing accuracy. 

SCHEDULE YOUR DEMO TODAY

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

Price predictions are personalized to your 
business and buying power as opposed to 
using a broad-brush market index. On average, 
Autonomous Quotation is 25% more accurate 
in comparision to market indexes.

Instant and Reliable Price Prediction

This is NOT a one-size-fits-all calculator. A smart 
interface and user-friendly tool make it easy to set 
your margins and self-configure the rules for each 
quote.

Customized Margins

Transporeon provides a data lake and data visual 
exploration toolkit that sits over the quotation data. 
By sending Transporeon the outcome data (win-
loss and actual buy rate) the Transporeon data lake 
and analytics will contain all the necessary points for 
performance managing the quoting process.  

Analytics and  
Win/Loss Feedback 

Leverage shipment characteristics, unique customer 
requirements, and our sophisticated business rules 
engine to produce real-time quotes. Rules can
consider dozens of characteristics, including buy- 
sell side margins, equipment type, distance,  
pickup/delivery windows, stop location, and more.

Automated Quotation Generation
Based on Business Rules

https://www.tnx-logistics.com/schedule-a-demo
https://www.tnx-logistics.com/schedule-a-demo
https://twitter.com/tnxlogistics/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tnx-limited/
https://www.facebook.com/tnxlogistics/

